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Evolution extends Scientific Games partnership to expand exclusive
Live Casino games portfolio
Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, has announced that it has extended its
exclusive rights content partnership with Scientific Games.
Under the original agreement, Evolution provides the live casino versions of two of Scientific Games’ landbased poker titles: Three Card Poker™ and Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em®, the latter exclusively In Europe.
Evolution has extended its rights to include world-famous titles that will further expand Evolution’s live
games portfolio over the coming years, including exclusive rights in Europe to Three Card Poker and Let it
Ride.
Todd Haushalter, CPO of Evolution Gaming, said: “Extending our partnership with Scientific Games feels
natural. We are the biggest Live Casino provider in the world and they are the largest proprietary table
games supplier in the world, so offering their games in Live Casino to our partners for many years to come
is a win-win. We already offer two of their great games, Three Card Poker and Ultimate Texas Hold ’Em — and
now we will expand that to many more games and side bets.”
He continued: “Scientific Games offers some of the greatest table games available anywhere in the world,
and this partnership enhances our library and ensures that our customers and their players have the very
best content available to them.”
Bob Hays, Vice President Commercial, B2B, Interactive at Scientific Games, commented: “The Scientific
Games team is excited to extend this strong relationship and bring Shuffle Master® games to more players.
Our continued partnership with Evolution is an opportunity to enhance our presence in the live dealer
arena through continued collaboration and innovation. There’s a lot of opportunity in the table games
space, and this relationship will bring our live dealer presence and Evolution’s library to the next level.”
For trade press and media enquiries, please contact:
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Evolution Gaming Group AB (publ) (”Evolution”) develops, produces, markets and licenses fully-integrated B2B Live Casino
solutions to gaming operators. Since its inception in 2006, Evolution has developed into a leading B2B provider in the European
market with 100+ operators among its customers. The group currently employs about 3,700 people, most of whom are located
in Latvia and Malta. The parent company is based in Sweden and listed on Nasdaq Stockholm with the ticker EVO. Visit
www.evolutiongaming.com for more information.

